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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF ALBANY
In the Matter of
PARENTS FOR EDUCATIONAL AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
IN SCHOOLS; AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA; TORAH
UMESORAH; MESIVTA YESHIVA RABBI CHAIM BERLIN;
YESHIVA TORAH VODAATH; MESIVTHA TIFERETH
JERUSALEM; RABBI JACOB JOSEPH SCHOOL; YESHIVA
CH’SAN SOFER – THE SOLOMON KLUGER SCHOOL;
SARAH ROTTENSREICH; DAVID HAMMER; ABRAHAM
KAHAN; RAPHAEL AHRON KNOPFLER; and ISAAC
OSTREICHER,

Index No. 901354-19

Petitioners,
For a Declaratory Judgment and a Judgment Pursuant to Article 78
of the Civil Practice Act and Rules
-againstBETTY ROSA, as Chancellor of the Board of Regents of the State
of New York; and MARYELLEN ELIA, as Commissioner of the
New York State Education Department,
Respondents.

AFFIDAVIT OF RABBI YISROEL REISMAN

1.

I serve as a Dean at Yeshiva Torah Vodaath,(YTV), one of the Yeshiva Petitioners

in this action. Yeshiva Torah Vodaath was founded in Brooklyn in 1918, and has operated
continuously over the full century since it first opened its doors to its initial class of 90 students.
Today, we have a K-12 school as well as undergraduate and graduate programs, with a total
enrollment of over one thousand students.
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I first came to YTV in 1964, as a third grade student. With the exception of a single

year post-high school when I studied elsewhere, I have been affiliated with YTV since that time –
as a student in its elementary school, high school, undergraduate and graduate programs, and in
various faculty positions.
3.

YTV, like most yeshivas, has a dual curriculum. The largest portion of the day is

devoted to Judaic Studies, which focuses on the Bible and its commentaries, the Mishnah and
Talmud and related commentaries, and Jewish history, law, ethics, morality and values. We also
have a General Studies department, with a separate faculty, that provides instruction in English,
Math, History, Science and related subjects. As in most every yeshiva, General Studies are offered
four afternoons per week. We take pride in the fact that our students score extremely well in the
standardized elementary schools tests and the high school Regents examinations.
4.

The parents who choose YTV for their children do so overwhelmingly for the

religious education and values that we instill and excellent Judaic Studies that we offer. We are
proud that many of our current students are the children of YTV alumni. We even have several
fourth generation YTV students currently enrolled.
5.

In its 100 years educating students, YTV has achieved a stellar record. Our

graduates have gone on to successful careers in every field, profession and industry. They also
serve as Rabbis, teachers, scholars and community leaders, and have established schools,
synagogues, charities and social service organizations throughout New York and the United States.
The State Education Department’s New Guidelines
6.

In early November 2018, I was one of three yeshiva Deans who wrote a letter to

SED Commissioner Elia, to express our concern regarding the detrimental impact that SED’s
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proposed New Guidelines would have on yeshiva education. A copy of that November 7, 2018
letter is attached as Exhibit A.
7.

On November 13, 2018, we met with Commissioner Elia to discuss our deep

concern about the proposed New Guidelines. We tried to explain that the current system is working
well, detailing the successes of the yeshiva educational system, the academic rigor of a yeshiva
education and the rich academic and intellectual content contained in the Judaic Studies courses
that we offer.
8.

At the November 13, 2018 meeting with Commissioner Elia, we also explained the

pressures on New York City yeshivas, which must continue to fill their classes in order to be
financially viable. Rising New York City housing costs have tempted many families to move to
New Jersey. I explained to the Commissioner that if YTV and other New York yeshivas were
required to alter their curriculum and diminish their emphasis on religious education and values
and on Judaic Studies, we would experience an immediate and devastating reduction in enrollment.
Our parent body wants the schedule that YTV maintains and the rich religious life it encourages.
9.

Commissioner Elia assured us that the release of any New Guidelines was several

weeks away, and that any New Guidelines would be provided to the Commissioner’s Advisory
Council for Nonpublic Schools for comment and discussion in advance of their public release.
10.

One week later, the New Guidelines were released. Members of the

Commissioner’s Advisory Council were not afforded the opportunity to review and discuss the
New Guidelines in the week between the November 13, 2018 meeting and the November 20, 2018
release of the New Guidelines.
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On November 27, 2018, we sent a follow-up letter to Commissioner Elia asking her

to reconsider the New Guidelines and posing several questions about the New Guidelines. A copy
of that November 27, 2018 letter is attached. To date, we have not received a response to the letter.
The Impact of the New Guidelines on YTV
12.

The New Guidelines would require YTV to change its character and identity; we

would lose the reputation for religious education that we have carefully nurtured for a century.
13.

From seventh grade and on, our children arrive in yeshiva for morning prayers at

approximately 7:30 AM.

Religious education and Judaic Studies continue until the early

afternoon. This is the standard yeshiva schedule, necessary for developing Jews who are grounded
in the Orthodox tradition and academics of our faith. Students are taught to study in the languages
of our faith and texts, Hebrew and Aramaic. They pursue rigorous, intellectually rewarding and
religiously motivated study of a variety of Biblical, Talmudic and other texts. It requires many
hours of instruction for these studies to be taught well and absorbed by our students.
14.

The New Guidelines would radically transform our character and our curriculum,

and substantially diminish our emphasis on religious education and Judaic Studies.
15.

Adopting the curriculum mandated by the New Guidelines would therefore

interfere with YTV fulfillment of its religious mission. It would no longer be the YTV that our
parent body has chosen, and often experienced as students themselves. We estimate that it would
also cause most of our students to leave YTV. There are several of the reason why that is so:
16.

The New Guidelines require YTV (and all other yeshivas) to offer its first through

fourth grade students instruction in the “visual arts, music, dance, theater and media arts” as well
as instruction in career development and occupational studies, and the health education curriculum
provided in the public schools. In its 100 years educating students, YTV has never offered any of
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those courses and as far as we are aware no parent has ever requested instruction for their child in
these courses. Many would object on religious grounds to the study of theater. The State’s health
education curriculum is also inconsistent with our religious values and those of our parent body.
17.

The New Guidelines mandate that those same classes be taught to all YTV students

in the fifth and sixth grades. Again, in its 100 year history YTV has never offered any of those
courses , no parent has ever requested instruction for their child in those “subjects,” and in fact
many would object to much of that instruction as contrary to our religious values and tradition.
18.

The mandates imposed by the New Guidelines are even more onerous for the

seventh and eighth grades. That is because in addition to requiring instruction in 11 different
disciplines – including visual arts, music, health education and career and technical education -the New Guidelines provide minimum hours of instruction per week for each of the required
classes. In total, the New Guidelines would require YTV to devote 17.5 hours each week to the
mandated classes. That equals nearly 4.4 hours of mandatory instruction for each of the four days
that YTV offers General Studies.
19.

YTV does not offer 4.4 hours of General Studies each weekday to its seventh or

eighth grade students. Nor do the yeshivas with whom YTV competes for students offer 4.4 hours
a day of General Studies to their students. As noted previously, our students already have a school
day which runs from 7:30 AM until after 5:30 PM. When travel to and from school is added in, it
is a day that cannot be made longer. No parent would permit it, nor would any educator advise it.
20.

The New Guidelines therefore have numerous negative consequences on YTV.

First, they require YTV to alter its General Studies curriculum to add classes and faculty in music,
dance, theater, media arts and health education. Second, because there are only so many hours in
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a school day, they require YTV to diminish the religious education and Judaic Studies that are at
the core of its existence, and the reason its parent body has chosen YTV for their children.
21.

Taken together, the New Guidelines mandate additional courses and longer hours,

requiring YTV (1) to raise its tuition price, to cover the cost of the newly-required courses, even
though not a single member of its parent body has any interest in them; and (2) to diminish the
religious education and Judaic Studies instruction that it provides to its students. It is precisely
those religious and Judaic Studies classes that the New Guidelines crowd out and replace that are
the reason parents choose YTV for their children.
22.

As a result, parents would be asked to pay more tuition so that their children can

receive instruction in classes that they do not want while receiving less of the religious education
and Judaic Studies instruction that they do want for their children. They would not be sending their
children to the YTV they have come to know and respect. YTV would not survive under those
conditions.
Conclusion
23.

There is simply no justification for the mandates of the New Guidelines. They

upend a status quo that has existed for more than a century and that has worked well. I have been
a student and teacher my entire life. I teach a daily class at YTV, offer classes for YTV alumni,
more than a half-dozen classes each week to the members at the Synagogue where I serve as Rabbi,
and offer a weekly lecture that is broadcast live to more than 40 cities across the
United States. I can say with great confidence that a yeshiva education prepares students for
successful lives. Our system of education has been delicately crafted to balance life skills with a
religious life. The New York State Education Department should not force this to be changed.
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